
The following document is a guideline for constructing beautiful, aesthetically pleasing, and 
efficient dashboards:

Keep your dashboards simple, uniform, and easy to understand. Choose a few visualizations and leave 
white space for the eyes to “breathe”. 

Align your dashboard with your KPIs & objectives. Choose your core metrics that speak to your five top 
KPIs and resemble that in your visualizations. 

Build your dashboards with an audience in mind. Make sure the visualizations answer the questions they 
deal with on a daily basis.

Make your dashboard usable and effective by applying the right filters, metrics, and dimensions to 
sections of data. 

Narrow down your filter usage to one - two filters per dashboard view. If you need to add more than a few, 
you probably need a new dashboard view altogether. 

Dashboards can be cluttered if they are trying to address a thousand topics at a time - if everything is 
important, then nothing is. 

Focus on core business areas and if your audience is trying to solve multiple problems. 

Consider creating different views to ensure each one tackles a problem respectively. 

Check the data being pulled is accurate. Make sure your dashboard is connecting to a live data source, 
but also be efficient in making connections. 

Ensure all titles & headlines are clear, easy to read, but more importantly, straight to the point. 

Don’t write a sentence in your title. Instead, stick to two - three words max, and add a short describer 
underneath if you need specifics. 

Choose three - four colors max for data items, and white or grey for the dashboard background. Focus on 
reducing clutter in text and data, but also in design and style. 

Dashboarding Best Practices
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Dashboarding Checklist

Checklist Item Action Item Stakeholder

DATA FIDELITY

Data is pulling accurately

Data sources integrate well with
each other in dashboarding tool

Filters are applying correctly

Data is labeled correctly

Axes are accurate & axis intervals
are easy to read

Related data is grouped together and 
the visualizations are placed logically

Ex: verify GA connects
with Data Studio properly

STORYTELLING

The data tells a story

The dashboard addresses the
right audience

Commentaries match the data
visualizations

The data visualizations match the
headlines

The headlines communicate the 
core business questions

Visualizations are organized in a 
way that the data tells a story



Dashboarding Checklist

LAYOUT & DESIGN

Headlines are relevant to each viz

Headlines are clear of spelling and 
grammar errors

The color scheme of theme of the 
dashboard is pleasing to the eyes 
(max 3-4 colors)

There is white space to let the 
dashboard “breathe”

Headlines and viz are clearly legible

Dashboard is organized in views if 
there are multiple stakeholders


